
 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We used key geographical 

vocabulary and identified 

human features on a map 

when completing our treasure 

hunt around the school. 

Ahoy my hearties! We have all clambered aboard ‘Blackbeard’s 
Revenge’ to begin our Summer Term learning all about PIRATES… 

We researched about famous 

pirates using a range of sources, 

including; the internet and non-

fiction books. We worked in teams 

to create a PowerPoint 

presentation to share our findings. 

 

We have used a range of methods 

to solve addition and subtraction 

problems. We are able to explain 

that these are inverse operations 

when solving fact families. 

 

We drew lines of different 

shapes and thickness when 

creating observational 

drawings of a pirate ship. 

We thought back to our amazing ‘Pirate 

Party’ day to write a recount of the real life 

event. We included time connectives, joining 

words and exciting vocabulary.  

We applied our skills of using 

adjectives and different sentence 

types to create wanted posters to 

help us find the missing pirates. 

 
We have used our imaginations to 

begin to write our own pirate 

stories. We remembered to include 

the 4 w’s to introduce our story; 

when, who, where and what. 

We created our own pirate 

story animations using the 

iPad app ‘I can animate’.  



 

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

We have learnt 

the skills to 

throw, field and 

bat and applied 

these in a game 

of cricket. 

 

We understand how to keep 

ourselves safe when at the beach. 

We can explain the instruct linked 

to each coloured flag. 

 

We worked in teams to create a 

soundtrack to a variety of pirate stories. 

We chose the correct instruments to 

match events in the story. 

 

We will work in small 

teams and set up our 

own experiments to 

find out which 

materials are 

waterproof. We will 

use our findings to 

design and make 

model pirate ships 

before testing them 

on the water. 

 

We will continue writing our 

super pirate stories, 

beginning to introduce and 

solve the problem.  

We will be rehearsing for our favourite event 

of the year… Country Dance Day! We will 

be performing 3 routines including the 

infamous Year 2 maypoles. 

We will find fractions of a 

number and a shape. We can 

write fractions and recognise 

fractions that are equal.  

We will be comparing the UK and the 

Caribbean whilst reading maps and 

following compass directions to guide the 

pirates to different parts of the world. 

Next term we will be… 
  

We can explain how exercise effects 

our bodies and know that it is 

important to warm up and cool down. 

We can explain what all humans need 

to be fit, hygienic and healthy.  

 

We will be completing lots 

of activities to prepare us 

for our transition to 

Carbeile Junior School.  

We can use our knowledge of place 

value to estimate missing numbers on 

a blank number line. 


